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UPDATED
SITE
STRUCTURE:

SITEMAP:
Sitemap
iteration:

The basic structure of the website
sitemap was kept the same, users
will still follow a process of
formattive and summative
assessment. However the five
exercises were narrowed down to
three. This makes the content more
managable and also combines
principles.

Tutorial Menu

Additionally, the social element
of the website was removed as
after post-proposal interviews
were conducted, users stated that
they’d share their work on their
own preferred social media, as
opposed to using the site which
may not contain enough traffic.

Landing page

START

Sketching form (pencil)
Overview and
objectives

Informative
content

Instructive overview
and content

Interactive quiz
review

Informative
content

Instructive overview
and content

Interactive quiz
review

Informative
content

Instructive overview
and content

Interactive quiz
review

Shading scenes (pencil)
Overview and
objectives

Detailing (pen)
Overview and
objectives

Finish Page

Previous sitemap
Although not included in the above diagram,
users were also allowed to ‘opt out’ of the
exercise and to the tutorial menu by clicking an
‘X’ in the top right corner.
Users stated that this simplified site structure
was much better, as the proposed structure
made them feel as through “they had too much
to do,” therefore they weren’t motivated to
complete the tutorial.

Tutorial Menu

Landing page

START

Sketching objects
General
overview

Objectives

Informative
content

Instruction
overview

Exercises

Review and
summary

Objectives

Informative
content

Instruction
overview

Exercises

Review and
summary

Objectives

Informative
content

Instruction
overview

Exercises

Review and
summary

Objectives

Informative
content

Instruction
overview

Exercises

Review and
summary

Objectives

Informative
content

Instruction
overview

Exercises

Review and
summary

Shading objects
General
overview

Pencil street sketch
General
overview

Pen street sketch
General
overview

Detailing techniques
General
overview

Social sharing

Finish Page

If all exercises completed

USER FLOW:
The user flow was made more rigid so that
the user is directed along a linear path of
learning, this is to avoid mis-direction and
other confusion when using the site.

Page forward
Back button

The “scroll between pages element” was removed as
clicking on the next arrow to advance any page “felt more
straight forward and final” to the user, signifying completion
of the section.
*Mobile user flow
is the same

DESKTOP
ITERATION
SINCE
PROPOSAL:

DESKTOP ITERATION:
Back to top arrow
added to landing
page for user ease,
shortens navigation
pathways

The nature of the scroll between
pages was modified, as the text and
background gives a slightly parallax
funciton, making the landing page
more interesting and increasing
novelty (Hekkert, Snelders and
Wieringen, 2003).

No indicator bar as there
are only three exercises,
users stated that it wan’t
hard to figure out at all.

Button not stylised in blob
shape to make it contrast
more against background.
Bright green shadow also
added to emphasised
when clicked

DESKTOP ITERATION:
No ‘linkable’ progress
bar shown as the
exercise elements must
be completed in order.
This makes the exercise
more sequential and
prevents user error
(Nielsen, 1995) by
restricting the `
naviational paths
avaliable

“Next” navigational arrow
animates and turns bright
green when hovered to
emphasise user intent when
going to click. Using the
same bright green as the
buttons on the site also
provides consistency and
offers positive UX feedback.
(Djamasbi, Siegel, and Tullis,
2010)

When hovered, image instruction
‘pop-out’ will appear above the
image on top of an opaque background rather than appear beside
it. This makes the instructive
sections of the website easier to
understand as each instruction is
clearly linked to the image itself.

DESKTOP ITERATION:
Added links to external
webpages, this increases
site interactivity in relation
to it’s medium (i.e. takes
advantages of being on the
internet).

Self-referential subheadings, catering for
cognitivm rather than
behavioural learning

Added links to internal
points within the tutorial.
This not only makes the
website self referential,
therefore solidifying
content, but this also
allows users to go back and
review the previous
information if the web
tutorial is conducted in
multiple sessions (which it
most likely would
be).Hence, internal links
better supports nonlinear
modes of information
browsing (Foster, 2005).

DESKTOP ITERATION:
Multiple choice assessment at
end of each testing content
rather than drag and drop
content (as drag and drop may
be dependant on the user’s
artistic taste). These questions
and answers have been worded
the same as the content when
provided to trigger the user’s
memory. This also lends itself to
providing recognition over recall
(Nielson, 1995).

Close button animates
when hovered over,
leads to increased
system regocnition of
user action, hence leads
to a more enriched UI.

Text turns green if
you got the question
right, text turns red if
incorrect.
Quiz results out of 3 informs
user of process, user can also go
back to amend errors and
resubmit the quiz, contributing
to the formulation of an active
learning (Marzano, as cited
within Tileston, 2011) habit.
Only last quiz (on detailing)
links to the finish page. This is
as the entirety of the tutorial
has now been completed.

DESKTOP ITERATION:

Paragraph moves up
and off the page
whilst the ‘finish’ title
is broken up

‘Finish’ animation added to
make user experience more
enjoyable and increasesdigital
novelty and interaction (Hekkert, Snelders and Wieringen,
2003). This also acts as an
intrinsic ‘reward’ of sorts and
symbolically finalises the end of
the tutorial (through the broken
lettering).

Animates
on scroll

MOBILE
ITERATION
SINCE
PROPOSAL:

MOBILE ITERATION:

Landing page still scrolls down
rather than swiping right, this is as
mobile users are automatically
accustomed to scrolling vertically
(i.e. scrolling through newsfeeds).

Throughout the website, the
text size was not compromised,
catering for mobile accessibility.

Background image adjusts
so that the middle of the
screen is always white,
hence the scroll follows and
adheres to user accessibility
(as users typically read from
the centre of the screen).

Enlargened button for
ease of user acessibility.

MOBILE ITERATION:
As with the desktop
prototype, the progress
navigational bar was
erased.

All pages have been reformatted
appropriately to fit a mobile screen.
This means that the pages are
longer scrolling. To account for this,
more background graphics have
been added for visual interest.
Additionally, users also favour long
scrolling pages as opposed to a tab
system (Peytchev, Couper,
McCabe and Crawford, 2006).

Back to top arrow still turns green
when pressed, this positively
increases the mobile viewing
experience UI.

Rather than hovering over each
image for instructions to appear,
users presses on the image for the
accompanied instructions to
appear. This is as the mobile
cannot physically support the
affordance of hovering.

MOBILE ITERATION:

Quiz formatted to suit
mobile dimensions. This
means that the quiz
container was made
skinnier, but longer.

All backgrounds
throughout website have
also been changed to
better cater for the
portrait dimensions of
the mobile.

Buttons are made big
enough for the appropriate
accessibility of
touchscreens.

As with the desktop
prototype, only the final
quiz based on detailing
links to the ‘finish page’

MOBILE ITERATION:
Same desktop animation within finish
page (so as user scrolls up the word
breaks), however this has been resized
for mobile dimensions). The graphics of
the finishing page was also designed to
mimic the landing page, creating a
cyclical journey of sorts.

Animates on
scroll

ISSUES FROM
DESKTOP
TO
MOBILE:

MOBILE MENU:

Mobile menu view. I am
unhappy with this, so in
future iterations this would
be the first issue I tackle.

Intended mobile menu view.
This was coded in a seperate
html document, however I
couldn’t find a way to link this
through the same button

This is the accompanied code with this mobile menu, I tried making a srcset which is responsive to the
html window, howver this was a case of catch 22. When the commented out code was used the website
was responsive to mobile, however it broke other parts of the webpage when on the desktop.

PLANS FOR
FUTURE
ITERATIONS:

FUTURE ITERATIONS:
Upon future iterations, as well as optimising the elements I have in place already (i.e. through lazy
loading images and making the website more resizable), I would implement more interactive libraries
to further improve my website. These aren’t limited to, but they inclue the following:

Drag and drop time assessments
to make information testing more
fun, merging to the gamification
of website assessments. I didn’t
implement this as I wasn’t sure
how to store the data for each
result, hence it wasn’t technically
feasible.

More interactive and formatted
buttons to increase UX. The
example library on the left is
simply just an example of this.

Social sharing element of photos and
results. Again, I haven’t implemented
this as I wasn’t sure how to code for
cross-platform sites; the skills required
were beyond the scope of the project.

LIBRARY EXAMPLES:
[Drag and Drop] https://codepen.io/Stuwert/pen/JGWJvJv
[Social buttons] https://codepen.io/minimalmonkey/pen/Ecpla
[Parallax scrolling] https://codepen.io/electerious/pen/gLLozQ
[More refined buttons] https://codepen.io/kathykato/pen/rZRaNe

FUTURE ITERATIONS:
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At the moment I still feel as though the interaction
could be improved upon, I would do this by making the
content more detailed and insiteful by adding in
‘mini-exercises’ between sections of information. In
future, I would also plan to implement more interactive
scrolling (i.e. parallax scrolling), and hopefully include
some scroll-jacking. In future I want the background
vector shapes to be able to animate depending on the
scroll position. I would also like each exercise to have a
checkmark next to it on the menu once it has been
completed, I couldn’t implement this however as I was
unsure of how to store the data of completion.

Aspects I am unhappy with however, include he
mobile scaling of the menu. As stated previously, I
have managed to make this work in a seperate html
file (included in the bottom of the website zip), but I
can’t work out how to actually implement it as a media
variable within html. In future iterations I would also try
and combine my css and js files into a combined
document, making for cleaner code. I would also make
a few ‘template’ style sheets for things such as the
buttons and linking multiple elements, instead of
making a new css and copying the code across for each
page.

Overall however, I am quite happy with how my
prototype has turned out. Concerning the road from
my design proposal to my prototype, I have achieved
most goals and functionalities. I believe that the
iterations that I’ve made from the proposal expands on
the proposal, and these changes amalgamate to a
more finished product.
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